[Pharmacodynamics of the new beta blockader corgard (nadolol) in patients with stress-induced angina pectoris].
Antianginal effect of a new beta-blocker corgard (nadolol) was studied in 17 male patients with stable stress angina, aged 42 to 56, in comparison to obsidan and placebo. An original method was used to assess the extent and duration of antianginal effect consisting in repeat identical treadmill exercise coupled with continuous ECG monitoring. Corgard was shown to produce a marked antianginal effect as reflected in significantly reduced ST depression and elevation of angina of effort for more than 24 hours after a single 80 mg dose. Compared to an adequate dose of propranolol, corgard is 20-25% more effective in terms of markedness, and at least 14 hours more effective in terms of duration of the effect.